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Abstract  

        This research deals with the issue of Public-directed Institutional 

Scientific register. It is one type of register determined by specific 

situational features and typical linguistic choices. The case study under 

analysis is Covid-19 pandemic conference held on 29 January 2020 by 

the World Health Organization (WHO). This research investigates the 

typical situational features and their influence on the lexico-grammatical 

choices made by the participants in Public-directed Institutional Scientific 

register. It reveals how the communication channel and setting influence 

the register under investigation. In addition, the participants' epistemic 

and attitudinal stance is analyzed to predict the linguistic features of 

Public-directed Institutional Scientific register in future conferences. To 

achieve these aims, the approach of Biber and Conrad (2019) as 

delineated in their book Register, Genre, and Style is used in the analysis 

of the data under investigation.  Results suggest that situational features 

of Public-directed Institutional Scientific register include two kinds of 

institutional addressors, i.e., scientists who provide most of the 

contributions and journalists who have limited contributions. Findings 

also reveal that the use of first person plural pronoun, adverbials 

expressing source of knowledge and doubt, and declarative sentences are 

prominent lexico-grammatical features of the scientists' contributions in 

the register under investigation. 
 

Keywords 

Situational –register – functional –linguistic –epistemic –attitudinal –

participants – channel- coronavirus- World Health Organization 

Introduction  

         Currently the epidemic corona virus is the burning question. The 

public directed institutional scientific register of epidemics is one of the 

most prominent register types in international health conferences. This 

research investigates the frequent and pervasive linguistic features typical 

of institutional scientific register directed to the public by scientists. 

Aims of the Study  

         This research aims at providing situational and linguistic analysis of 

the institutional scientific register directed to the public. The situational 

analysis includes the participants; their personal and social relations; the 

importance of shared and specific knowledge in register interpretation; 
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and the influence of all these factors on the distinctive linguistic 

structures of the register under investigation.  

        The influence of the channel and the setting on the production 

circumstances of the public directed institutional scientific register of 

epidemics is the second aim of this research. A third aim is to reveal the 

nature and kind of the communicative purposes (CPs) in the register 

under investigation and their influence on the semantic sets, i.e., 

vocabulary. 

       Speaker's epistemic and attitudinal stance is another situational 

feature under investigation and the linguistic markers used by the 

scientists to express their stance. Finally, this study clarifies the influence 

of all the situational elements on the lexico-grammatical features used by 

the speakers, accordingly to predict the linguistic and situational features 

of scientific register directed to the public in future conferences. 

Methodology and Data Analysis 

         This research uses the sociolinguistic approach of Biber and Conrad 

(2019) as delineated in their book Register, Genre, and Style. Biber and 

Conrad specify three levels of register analysis: situational, linguistic, and 

functional. The approach of Biber and Conrod (2019) is selected for a 

variety of reasons. To the researcher's knowledge, it has not been applied 

on the institutional scientific register of WHO. Second, it pays 

considerable attention to the situational features of institutional scientific 

register, kinds of participants, such as the institutional addressors. Other 

situational features relevant to institutional scientific register are the 

social status of the participants, their communicative purposes, and their 

attitudinal and epistemic stance. Linguistically, Biber and Conrad's 

approach focus on the pervasive and frequent lexico-grammatical features 

of the participants' contributions. Finally, it clarifies the relation between 

the distinctive situational features and the most frequent and pervasive 

linguistic features of institutional scientific register throughout the 

functional level of analysis. The selected approach for analyzing 

institutional scientific register clarifies the functional use of language in 

relation to the situational features. 

          Achieving the aims of this study requires using software to analyze 

the data under analysis. Antconc 3.5.8 (2019) by Laurence Anthony is the 

software selected for a number of reasons. First, detection of keyword in 

context (KWIC) is achieved by the concordance tool. Second, showing 

the distribution of the frequent and prevalent linguistic features is 

accomplished by using the concordance plot tool. Third, specifying the 
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positions and syntactic categories of the prevalent linguistic features 

within the data under analysis is achieved by the File View Tool. For 

example, the lexeme "sharing" is a premodifier in ".....starts from sharing 

information" and a present continuous verb in "we are showing 

information". Fourth, specifying the most frequent clusters of linguistic 

features is achieved by using the Clusters Tools. For example, if the 

plural pronoun "we" is repeated 59 times, the Cluster Tool can be used to 

show that  "we" is repeated 39 times in cluster "we are"; 38 times in 

cluster "we have"; and 17 times in cluster "we do".  Finally, Antconic 

software is used to show the frequency of the grammatical categories in 

the data under analysis by using the Word List Tool. 

           The data of analysis is the WHO international conference on 

Covid-19 entitled "Novel Corona Virus Press Conference at United 

Nations of Geneva" held on 29 January 2020. The selected extracts 

represent the scientific register delivered by the three scientists in the 

conference under analysis. The extracts are divided into three samples. 

Sample (1) includes the contributions of Dr. Mike Rayan; the second 

sample is provided by Dr. Maria Van Kerkhove; and the third sample is 

provided by Dr. Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus. 

           The data of analysis are carefully chosen to represent the scientific 

and the institutional register. The scientific register is represented in the 

addressors' scientific vocations and specialty. Dr. Mike Rayan is an Irish 

doctor specialized in public health and communicable disease control. Dr. 

Kerkhove is an American doctor specialized in emerging infectious 

diseases. Dr. Ghebreyesus is a biologist and public health researcher. The 

institutional register appears in the addressor's professional affiliation to 

WHO. It is an international organization responsible for the leading role 

in addressing global health issues, proving technical support to countries, 

setting norms and standards, and monitoring the pandemics that devastate 

human kind. The addressor's institutional identities appear in the 

positions they hold in WHO: Dr. Rayon is the executive director for 

health emergencies in WHO; Dr.  Kerkhove is the head of emerging 

diseases and zoonosis in WHO; and Dr. Ghebreyesus is the director–

general of WHO. Finally, the multiple scientific and institutional issues 

discussed in the press conference under analysis are another intentional 

reason for choosing 29 January conference of WHO. Among these issues 

are the direct–general briefing of his visit to China; presentation of an 

update of WHO response to Covid-19; and a declaration of reconvening 

of the EC based on the continued increase of Covid-19. The words and 

phrases under analysis are underlined for clarification.    
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Theatrical Background 

          Neumann (2014, p. 1-2) states that variation is an essential feature 

of any language. It appears in all levels of linguistic use: phonological, 

lexical, and structural. It is classified into four main kinds: regional 

variation, social variation, historical variation, and functional variation. 

Regional variation stems from the linguistic difference as a result of 

different regions. Social variation is attributed to social stratification of 

societies. Historical variation results from evolution and interaction with 

other languages. Finally, functional variation proceeds from the situation 

in which language is used. Register is one kind of functional variation. It 

is defined by Neumann from top-down and bottom-up perspective as 

follows: 

Viewed from this top-down perspective, registers are described 

as subsystems of the language system. In a bottom-up 

perspective, registers can also be described as groupings of texts 

sharing similar features that can be explained in turn by the 

shared context of situation (2). 

            Holmes (2013, p. 262) defines register as "the language of group 

of people with common interests or jobs or the language used in 

situations associated with such groups". She provides the sports 

announcer talk as an example of register. Omitting the subject noun or 

pronoun, syntactic reduction by omitting verb to be, inversion of the 

normal word order, and using distinctive vocabulary are among the 

linguistic features of sports announcer register. 

             Institutional scientific register is another kind of language 

variation based on the participants' interests or vocations.  Mayr (2008, p. 

1-5) specifies the relation between language and institutions as a two–

way relation. While language constitutes and shapes the institution; the 

institution creates and organizes the institutional language. Through 

language, institutions create their social reality by establishing patterns of 

understanding which are practiced and naturalized by the individuals: for 

example, the social reality of WHO is a dominated institution by 

scientific discoursal practices. Furthermore, Mayr (2008) believes that 

institutional register is a social practice between the discursive events, 

i.e., uses of language within and by the institution and the institution 

itself. Throughout the institutional register, institutional addressors reflect 

the power and ideology of their institutions. Institutional legitimization is 

the methodology used by different institutions to accomplish persuasion 

and consent. It follows that institutional power and ideology are 
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communicated to the individuals. For example, institutional 

legitimization appears in what makes a citizen as good or bad; or what 

precautions should be followed to prevent Covid-19. Each institution is 

dominated by specific institutional register which is promoted by the 

institution throughout legitimizing social practices.  

          Roberts (2011, p. 81-84) states that the aim of studying institutional 

register is to explore the mechanism of the institutions' working; the 

experts' interaction; and the influence of power and knowledge on 

institutional discoursal practices. He classifies studies of institutional 

register into two categories. The first includes abstract theories interested 

with the processes that provide power to the institutions. Foucault's study 

(1981) of power relations within discourse is a prominent contribution to 

this category. He believes that institutions organize the power of language 

through regulations of the right to speak; discursive policing; and 

knowledge-based language. The second category is the conversational 

analysis of talk interaction. Drew and Heritage (1992) is among the 

representatives of this category. They analyze institutional register as 

task-oriented at least by one representative participant of an institution.  

        Thornborrow (2016, p. 1-5) adds that in conversational analysis, 

institutional register is characterized by restrictions on the participants' 

orientation towards tasks. Among these constraints are answering 

questions based on the ideology of the institutions. She adds that 

institutional contexts has specialized inferential frameworks which 

specify how questions and answers are delivered by the participants. 

Thomborrow specifies the characteristics of institutional register as 

follows: 

(1) It is differentiated pre-inscribed talk that includes conventional 

participant roles, such as interviewer, interviewee, caller, and 

policeman.  

(2) It is a symmetrical talk in terms of the participants' rights and 

obligations. For example, a magistrate has the right to ask 

questions while a defendant does not. 

(3) It is a task-oriented talk where participants are governed by their 

institutional identities in achieving specific goals (5). 

Roberts (2011, p. 84) comments on the asymmetrical nature of the 

institutional register by saying: 

Typically these include: the degree of control over the content of talk; the 

allocation of turns; the special inferencing that experts has access to, the 
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differential distribution of participants rights, and the very different impact 

that decisions have for the client or applicant. 

        Schubert (2016, p. 2- 4) states that the narrow definition of registers, 

which is adopted in sociolinguistic perspective, is confined to linguistic 

variation based on occupation, such as medicine, politics, and tourism. 

Therefore, the distinctive linguistic choices are reflected mainly in the 

vocabulary of texts. On the other side, the broad definition of registers 

reveals in Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL) where registers are 

determined by specific situational features of given contexts. These 

situational features are field, i.e., the subject matter; tenor, i.e., the 

relation between the participants; and mode, i.e., the channel of 

communication.  

          Wardhaugh and Fuller (2015, p. 52-54) state that register, style, 

and genre are similar in analyzing linguistic use in particular contexts, or 

social situations. Nonetheless, they differ in the focus. Style focuses on 

the formality level as reflected in the speakers' contributions. This 

formality is specified according to certain factors, i.e., the social 

occasion, the participant's age, social position, and relation to one 

another. On the other hand, register is defined as "sets of language items 

associated with discrete occupational or social groups" (53). Finally, 

genre's focus is on the linguistic features associated with certain text 

types or kinds of literary or non-literary composition. For example, the 

news articles and advertisements have fixed forms and distinctive 

linguistic uses.  

Biber and Conrad (2019, p. 31) define register as: 

A linguist variety associated with both a particular situation of 

use and with pervasive linguistic features that serve important 

functions within the situation of use.  

         Wälchli and Szmrecsanyi (2014, p. 4) mention that Biber introduces 

two analytic terms for register analysis: microscopic variation, and 

macroscopic variation. The former is based on particularity, either in the 

analyzed features, or in the kind of variety under analysis. The later 

focuses on "the overall dimensions of variations within a set of varieties". 

Thanks to the work of Doglas Biber and others that register analysis 

shifted towards macroscopic dimension.    

        Teich (2012, p. 24-26) specifies two methods for register analysis 

based on the language of the targeted texts. The first method is to analyze 

monolingual texts by choosing a representative text of the targeted 
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register to detect the most frequent lexico-grammatical   features through 

applying a quantitative analysis and statistical techniques. The second 

method depends on analyzing texts written in different languages. This 

kind provides cross-linguistic comparison between registers in different 

languages. The first kind used is ESP while the second kind used in 

contrastive linguistics. Wälchli and Szmrecsanyi (2014, p. 11) define the 

notion of the "feature" as "morphosyntactic and lexical properties that can 

easily be identified in texts using automatic and semiautomatic retrieval 

technique". 

           According to Ferguson (1994) (as stated in Hernandez-Campoy 

2019, p. 33-36) in sociolinguistic studies, register variation is "a 

communication situation". It recurs with different participants, 

communicative purposes and setting which influence the linguistic 

choices of the participants. These linguistic choices differ from one 

"communication situation" to another. He adds that in Hallidayan 

linguistics, register variation is attributed to "socio-situational contexts" 

which are responsible for producing language varieties used in specific 

occasions.  

          Finegan and Biber (1994, p.  37-39) classify situational frameworks 

into classificatory and descriptive. Classificatory frameworks of 

situational level are based on "discrete distinctions", such as the 

distinction between spoken and written text; and the distinction between 

the four modes of discourse. On the other side, descriptive frameworks of 

situational analysis depend on open–criteria, such as the context of 

situation; the four components of a text, i.e., participants, action, effects, 

and other related characteristics; and the criteria of field, tenor, and mood. 

         In their three-level approach for register analysis, Biber and Conrad 

(2019, p. 41-43) start with the situational level of analysis. They suggest 

seven elements as components of situational analysis. First, the 

participants in the text are divided into addressor, addressee, and on-

lookers. The addressor could be an identified, unidentified, or 

institutional entity. Age, gender, level of education, occupation, and 

social class are the influencing factors on the addressor's linguistic use. 

They state that although these factors are the basis of "social dialect 

variation", they are an essential part in the situational level of register 

analysis. Concerning the addressee, he/she could be one individual or 

enumerated number, e.g. readers of Shakespeare's plays. Finally, 

onlookers are only observers of the communication process, such as the 

audience in a theatrical performance.  
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        The relation between the participants is the second element in the 

situational level. It appears through three parameters: interactiveness; 

social roles and personal relationships; and the influence of shared 

knowledge. Interactivness refers to the interaction between the 

participants in the process of communication. It is classified into total 

interactivness as in face-to-face conversation; intermediate interactivness 

as in university lectures; and zero interactivness as in university catalog.  

        Regarding social roles and personal relationships, the participants 

could be socially equal or unequal as in classmates' conversations or 

doctor-patient exchange respectively. Finally, shared background 

knowledge is classified into general and specific. The general kind of 

knowledge appears in the shared knowledge of past events and identities 

between the addressor and addressee while the special background 

knowledge appears in shared fields of knowledge or specialty between 

the participants. For example, a conversation between two allergists or 

immunologists depends on special knowledge. 

        Tenbrink (2020, p. 143) believes that shared background knowledge 

is responsible for the inferences that participants can draw. For example, 

cultural background knowledge shared between the participants can 

create the same associations in the participants' minds. These associations 

are not literally spoken or written, they dwell in the participants' minds 

and impact on their contributions.  

         Channel, setting, and production circumstances are elements of the 

situational level. The channel element refers to the medium of language 

delivery as spoken or written and how the medium influence the lexico- 

grammatical features of the text. For example, using interjections and 

contractions are typical linguistic features of spoken language. The 

setting element refers to the physical time and place of the 

communication process, either as shared between the participants or not. 

Finally, the production circumstances are interpreted in the light of the 

setting. Sharing the same time and place among the participants deprives 

them of the chance of editing their contributions. On the other hand, 

written language does have the advantage of editing. 

         Communicative purpose (CP) refers to the aim or target of 

communication process. It is analyzed based on three parameters: the CP 

as general or specific; the factuality of information; and the epistemic 

stance. According to Biber and Conrad (2019, p. 45-46), general CPs 

could be narrating past events; describing current states of affairs; 

explaining information; arguing for opinion; or expressing personal 
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attitude. General CPs could be combined in the same text. Moreover, 

switching between different CPs is another possibility in the same text, 

such as narrating a story in the context of Friday Sermon.  

        In contrast, specific CPs distinguish between sub-registers in the 

same text. Gray (2015, p. 7) specifies textbooks and research article as 

sub-registers of academic writing. They resemble the academic writing in 

the "informational purpose" and differ in the "non-linguistic features". 

These non-linguistic features include components such as the degree of 

specialty and the targeted reader. The content of research articles are 

more specialized and focused than textbooks; accordingly, research 

articles are intended to professional readers while textbooks are intended 

to non-professional readers. Factuality refers to the kind of information 

within the text as factual, imaginary, or combination of both.  

          Gray (2015, p. 62-63) discusses the elements of factuality under the 

headline "nature of data or evidence". She specifies three descriptive 

methods for data description: first, the kind of data as observed or non-

observed; second, the methodology which could be qualitative, 

quantitative, or mathematical; and finally the presentation of the evidence 

in the text. While qualitative analysis focuses on the prevalent topics or 

themes in the text; quantitative analysis depends on numerical data of 

certain phenomenon which could be presented statistically. Finally, 

mathematical analysis depends on mathematical calculations. For the 

presentation of the evidence in the text, it could be via descriptions, 

tables, charts, and figures. 

            Finally, the expression of stance has two forms: attitudinal and 

epistemic stance. The attitudinal stance appears in linguistic markers 

expressing the source of information or the personal attitudes and 

evaluations. For example, news reports include an expression such as 

"according to" to clarify the source of information; and an adverb, such as 

"fortunately" to express personal attitude. For the epistemic stance, it 

appears in the speaker's certainty or uncertainty of the content of a 

proposition. It appears in linguistic markers such as "the findings suggest 

that", "in general", and "it is possible that". Modality is one of the 

linguistic markers of epistemic stance. Vold (2012, p. 226) defines 

epistemic modality as: 

Linguistic expressions that explicitly qualify the value of a 

propositional content ... Epistemic modality does not only 

encompass expressions of uncertainty, but also expressions of 

certainty (226). 
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           Biber et al. (2012, p. 853) classify epistemic linguistic markers 

into six kinds: doubt and certainty adverbials; actuality and reality 

adverbials; source of knowledge adverbials; adverbials of limitations, 

adverbials of viewpoints; and adverbials of imprecision. Each kind 

expresses a different attitude of the speaker towards the propositional 

content. Speaker's doubts could be expressed by using linguistic markers 

such as "probably", "maybe", "arguably", "I think". Speaker's certainty 

could be expressed by using "certainly", "of course", "decidedly", 

"incontestably", and "incontrovertibly". 

           Speaker's actuality is expressed by adverbials such as "actually", 

"in fact", while speaker's stance of reality is expressed by adverbials such 

as "truly", "in fact", and "really". Adverbials clarifying the source of 

information are "evidently", "apparently", "reportedly", and "reputedly". 

The source of information could be specific as in "according to" or 

authorized as in "X notes" with X referring to a proper noun. Adverbials 

of limitations which have the function of specifying the extent to which 

the proposition applies are "mainly", "typically", "generally", "largely", 

"in general", and "in most cases". Adverbials of viewpoint or perspective 

are "in our view", "from our perspective", and "in my opinion". Finally, 

adverbials of imprecision or what is known as hedges are "sort of", 

"about", "kind of", "roughly", and "so to speak".  

         The second kind of stance is personal attitudes and evaluations. It 

could be expressed by attitude adverbials such as "it is fortunate that"; "it 

is sensible that"; "hopefully"; "importantly"; "conveniently"; "wisely"; 

"as might be expected", "astonishingly"; and "quite rightly ". 

         The linguistic level proposed by Biber and Conrad (2019, p. 50-53) 

focuses on detecting the lexico-grammatical features which should be 

frequent and prevalent. One or two occurrences of a linguistic feature 

within the targeted register are not a proof of being a register feature. 

There should be many occurrences of the linguistic feature and a 

prevalent distribution throughout the targeted register to be a register 

features. This feature can occur in other registers; but it has the most 

frequent occurrences in the targeted register.  Register features are the 

linguistic structures that occur with high frequency in the targeted 

register. On the other hand, register markers are linguistic structures that 

distinguish one register from the other registers. This is seen in "Ladies 

and Gentlemen" used at the beginning of spoken public speeches. 

         Based on Biber and Conard's approach for register analysis (2019, 

p. 64), functional analysis is the third level. It is the link between the 
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situational level and the linguistic level. It clarifies why the distinctive 

linguistic features are associated with the distinctive situational features 

of a certain register. For example, using the first person pronoun "I" and 

the second person pronoun "you" in face-to- face conversation is 

functionally used by the speaker to refer to himself and the addressee, 

respectively. 

           This research covers a set of gaps, such as the lack of papers 

that focus on studying the characteristics of the institutional scientific 

discourse. The existing ones focus on studying one of these two sides, 

either the scientific or the institutional side (Freed (2015); Popova (2015); 

Gokhman (2019); Rusko (2014); A. Carusi and A. de Waard (2009). 

Moreover, this research uses the approach of Bieber and Conrad for 

register analysis which has not previously been applied to institutional 

scientific discourse to the best of the researcher's knowledge. In addition, 

it exploits the corpus tool of Antconc software 3.5.8 (2019) to study the 

institutional register of WHO which is one of several United Nations 

agencies specialized in the field of health. It is the directing and 

coordinating authority within the United Nations system in the field of 

health. The focus is on the linguistic characteristics of the register of 

WHO in the field of epidemics which has not been studied before to 

observe its contributions and limitations in addressing COVID-19. 

Analysis  

Extract (1) from Sample (1) 

During our trip to China we were very impressed with the level of 

engagement of the Chinese government at all levels. Personally I think 

myself and the Director General have never seen the scale and 

commitment of an epidemic response at this level in terms of all of 

government involvement across all of the different arms of government 

with tremendous support being poured into Wuhan and Hubei from the 

central government with a highly organized emergency management 

structure. The challenge is great, but the response has been massive and 

the Chinese government deserves huge credit for that response and for 

the transparency in which they have dealt with this. Ryan. (2020 Jan 29). 

"Novel Coronavirus Press" 

            The previous extract is provided by the institutional addressor, 

i.e., Dr. Micheal Rayan, WHO executive director for health emergencies. 

His contribution is a response to the conference coordinator, Tarik 

Jasarevic invitation to brief on his visit to China. The journalists are 

institutional addressees as they represent different press agencies, i.e., 
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institutions. They receive the data of the addressor's visit to China. 

Situationally, interactiveness is between two institutional participants, 

i.e., Dr. Micheal Rayan, WHO executive director for health emergencies 

and the WHO conference coordinator, Tarik Jasarevic. In this extract, the 

journalists do not participate in the talk interaction.  

                The relation between the institutional addressor and the 

institutional addressees is socially unequal because of the difference in 

professional affiliation and scientific specialty. The institutional addressor 

has some kind of authority and power which stems from his professional 

affiliation to WHO, the conference sponsor; and his scientific expertise as 

director for health emergencies. The institutional register is illustrated in 

the pronominal use of the first person plural pronoun and its possessive 

form in 2 times; and in the vocabulary of political associations in 

"government" 5 times; "response" 3 times; "Chinese" 2 times; and "level" 

in 2 times. Other vocabulary items of political associations are 

"challenge", "engagement", "commitment", and "involvement". The use 

of proper nouns "China", "Wuhan", and "Hubei" is another lexical feature 

of the institutional register. 

            In this extract, the participants share the same time and place. The 

institutional addressor's contributions include three CPs. Narrative CP 

appears in briefing his visit to China. The expressive CP appears in 

expressing the institutional attitude towards the Chinese response to the 

epidemic corona virus as deserving "huge credit". Finally, the persuasive 

CP appears in referring to the reasons of WHO appreciation of the 

Chinese response in "a highly organized emergency management 

structure" and "the transparency in dealing with the epidemic disease".  

           Grammatically, the institutional addressor functionally uses the 

past simple tense to achieve the narrative CP of past events, i.e., visiting 

chine in "During our trip to China we were very impressed". He resorts to 

the present simple to describe the dangerous state of affairs in "the 

challenge is great", and to argue for the institutional opinion towards the 

Chinese government in "the Chinese government deserves huge credit". 

The present perfect is used by the institutional addressor in order to argue 

for the Chinese mastery in controlling the epidemic corona virus. This is 

clear in "the response has been massive" and in" I think myself and 

director general have never seen the scale and commitment of an 

epidemic response at this level". Lexically, the institutional attitude of 

WHO towards the Chines response to corona virus is communicated by 

positive adjectives such as "impressed", "tremendous", "highly", "huge", 
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"great", "massive", "organized" which show the appreciative and 

supportive attitude of WHO to China.   

            On the phrase level, the prepositional phrase (PP) is the most 

commonly used kind in this extract with frequency of 13 times. The 

institutional addressor uses the PP to focus on the epicenter of corona 

virus in "engagement of the Chinese government", "tremendous support 

…into Wuhan and Hubei" and in "trip to China". The PP post-modifies 

"engagement", "support", and "trip" respectively. It is functionally used 

to focus on the epicenter of corona virus. 

           The complex NP is the distinguishing feature in this extract. The 

institutional addressor uses the complex NP to describe the Chinese 

government response to the corona virus in "With the level of 

engagement of the Chinese government at all levels", "of an epidemic 

response at this level"; and in "with tremendous support being poured 

into Wuhan and Hubei from a central government with a highly 

organized emergency movement structure". 

On sentential level, this extract is characterized by using long sentences. 

S2 is structured of 57 lexemes; likewise, S3 is structured of 31 lexemes. 

The complete extract is organized of three sentences. 

          

Extract (2) from Sample (1) 

We’ll take them from the bottom up in terms of experts from China, 

Taiwan, or Taipei Municipality. We have Taiwanese experts involved in 

all of our consultations – the clinical networks, lab networks, and others 

– so they’re fully engaged and fully aware of all of the developments in 

the expert network [unclear] and Maria can speak to that and Maria can 

speak to you in terms of the death. 2% case fatality is still a tough case 

fatality when you compare it to the case fatality for seasonal flu or other 

things. It’s the interaction between the attack rate or the transmissibility 

of the virus and the severity that give you the outcome. Ryan. (2020 Jan 29). 

"Novel Coronavirus Press" 

 

            The above extract is Dr. Rayan's contribution in response to the 

journalist's questions about a variety of issues. The journalist inquiries 

about the effect of the countries' evacuation of their citizens from China, 

their isolation, and the fatality rate caused by Covid-19 in relation to Dr. 

Ryan's previous comment. The final inquiry is about the inclusion of 
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Taiwan in the Emergency committee (EC) and the spread of the virus in 

Taiwan in case of excluding Taiwanese experts from participating in the 

EC.  

           Situationally, the interactiveness element appears in the 

pronominal use of the second person pronoun in "when you compare it 

to", "Maria can speak to you" and "severity that give you the outcome". 

The institutional addressor uses the second person pronoun ostensibly to 

direct his contribution to the journalist; but genuinely to express WHO 

ideology to all the attending journalists who, in return, will spread this 

information through their media institutions. 

           Dr. Ryan's institutional identity is reflected in his use of the 

institutional register. It is illustrated in the pronominal use of the first 

person plural pronoun in 3 times: "we have Taiwanese experts involved 

in all of our consultations" and in "we'll take them from the bottom up". 

The institutional addressor functionally uses the pronominal feature to 

express the ideology and policies of WHO. The order of responding to 

the questions reflects that the ideology of WHO is the first priority for the 

institutional addressor, i.e., including Taiwanese experts in the EC. 

Another pronominal use is the third person plural pronoun in "they are 

fully engaged in the entire expert network" which is functionally used to 

refer to Taiwanese experts in WHO. 

          Proper nouns are another lexical feature used functionally by the 

institutional addressor to express WHO ideology. The proper noun 

"China" is used to focus on the epicenter of Covid-19; likewise, the 

adjectival use of "Taiwanese" in "we have Taiwanese experts in all of our 

consultations" negates the exclusion of Taiwan from participating in the 

EC. It is a task-oriented use of language by the institutional addressor. 

         The institutional addressor has a higher social status than the 

journalist based on his institutional affiliation and his scientific 

knowledge which appears in using lexemes of scientific associations such 

as "virus", "transmissibility", "tough", "case", "expert", "fatality" and 

"seasonal flue". 

         Situationally, the institutional addressor communicates expressive 

and persuasive purposes. The expressive purpose appears in clarifying 

that WHO has Taiwanese experts in its consultations and that the 20% 

case fatality is a tough case. The persuasive purpose appears in his 

justification of the 2 % fatality rate as a tough case in "It is the interaction 

between the attack rate or the transmissibility of the virus and the severity 

that give you the outcome". 
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          On the phrasal level, the complex NP and the PP are the most 

frequent kinds. They are functionally used by the institutional addressor 

to communicate his expressive purpose in "Taiwanese experts involved in 

all of our consultations" where the head noun "experts" is post-modified 

using the past participle adjective "involved" and the PP "in all of our 

consultations" Similarly, the persuasive purpose is communicated via 

complex NPs in "the transmissibility of the virus" and in "the severity 

that give you the outcome". In the former, the head noun 

"transmissibility" is post-modified by the PP "of the virus" while in the 

later the head noun "severity" is post-modified using the relative that-

clause. 

            On the sentential level, the use of long sentences prevails.  The 

longest is the final sentence, sentence (4) which includes 51 lexemes. 

Based on the Word List of this extract, the most frequent lexemes are 

functional words, followed by nominal use then pronominal use. The 

nominal use is characterized by scientific associations, such as "case" , 

"fatality" , "experts" , "networks" each reiterates in 3 times. In addition; 

each of the lexemes "flue", "interaction", "lab", "seasonal", "severity", 

"transmissibility", and "virus" is used once. 

Extract (3) from Sample (2) 

Thank you. So we mentioned yesterday in our sitrep that we will be 

launching this global novel coronavirus clinical characterization case 

reporting form and this is our attempt to work with countries that are 

treating patients to have a standardized way to collect information about 

the clinical presentation, the signs and symptoms that they may have, 

laboratory testing, and how these patients are cared for. It’s very 

important that we collect this in a standardized way so that we can better 

characterize what infection looks like, what disease looks like by being 

infected with this virus. Kerkhove. (2020 Jan 29). "Novel Coronavirus Press" 

             The addressor is identified as Dr. Maria Van Kekhave, Head of 

emerging diseases and zoonosis. Her contribution is a response to Dr. 

Rayan's invitation to discuss the data-sharing platform. The 

interactiveness element appears in-between two institutional addressors, 

i.e., Dr. Rayan and Dr. Kerkhove. Linguistically, this is reflected in using 

the second person pronoun "you" by the institutional addressor to thank 

the addressee in "thank you". The journalists who represent different 

press agencies are the on-lookers. They listen to the institutional 

addressor's contribution without participating in the talk interaction.  
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              The shared background knowledge appears in the announcement 

by WHO concerning setting up a novel corona virus data-sharing 

platform. Being a spoken text variety, the institutional addressor does not 

have time to revise, edit, or delete information as the participants share 

the same time and place, i.e., "a UN building in Geneva at 7:30 Geneva 

time".  

            The institutional addressor communicates expository CP. She 

explains the aims of the data-sharing platform of the global novel corona 

virus. Linguistically, the expository aim is achieved by the to-infinitive in 

3 times: in "to work with countries", "to have a standardized way", and in 

"to collect information about". Long sentences are another distinctive 

grammatical feature to accomplish the expository CP, most notably in S2 

which is structured of 63 lexemes. The addressor dedicates the past 

simple tense to emphasize the platform of novel corona virus in "so we 

mentioned yesterday"; while the continuous future in "we will be 

launching" expresses WHO future efforts to control corona virus.           

The institutional addressor's stance of uncertainty about corona virus 

symptoms appears in the modal verb "may" in "symptoms that they may 

have" and the phrasal verb "looks like" in "what infection looks like".  

           On the phrase level, the speaker uses the complex NPs in "this 

global novel corona virus clinical characterization case reporting form" in 

S2. The speaker describes the head noun "form" by the pre-modifiers 

"this", "global novel corona virus", "clinical characterization", and "case 

reporting". Moreover, in "countries that are treating patients" the post-

modifier is the relative clause "that are treating patients". Likewise, in 

"information about clinical patients" and in "symptoms that they may 

have", the pre-modifiers are the prepositional phrase "about clinical 

patients" and the relative clause "that they may have", respectively. 

            The addressor's institutional identity is reflected in the pronominal 

use of the first person plural pronoun in 4 times: "we mentioned", "we 

will be launching", "we collect", and in "we can better". The numerical 

superiority of the nouns over the pronouns is characterized by using 

lexemes of scientific associations where the scientific register directed to 

the public appears in "disease", "laboratory", "testing", "information", 

"characterization", "presentation", "symptoms", "patients", "virus", 

"corona", and "signs". 

Extract (4) from Sample (2) 

Yes. Just to complement what Mike has said, the rapid sharing… when 

we say rapid, we mean days. The availability of having a full genome 
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sequence of a novel virus available to the public to be able to develop 

diagnostics to be able to diagnose patients in other countries is 

unprecedented. The world is on alert and the fact that they had these 

sequences available made them able to use PCR testing and use full 

genome sequencing to identify these cases quickly. So this is why we are 

seeing cases and why the evolution of this is so quick and this is a 

positive. Just to say, with regards to the virus-sharing, it is essential that 

viruses are shared so that the further development of diagnostics and 

serologic assays, so that the further development of therapeutics and 

vaccines can continue. Kerkhove. (2020 Jan 29). "Novel Coronavirus Press" 

         This extract is the contribution of Dr. Kerkhove who is given the 

right to speak by Dr. Rayan. The interactiveness element is confined to 

two institutional addressors; and the journalists are just on-lookers. The 

given turn is indirectly delivered by Dr. Rayan in "May be Maria can add 

on the sequence'. 

         The institutional addressor has expository CP. She explains the 

benefits of sharing information about the genetic sequence of Covid-19. 

Sharing genetic sequence, as she explains, leads to the diagnosis of 

infected cases and exploration in therapeutics and vaccines. Lexically, 

this is achieved by using the vocabulary of scientific associations that 

relates to the expository purpose. This is clear in the use of lexemes such 

as "sharing", "virus", "rapid", "available" and "availability", "cases", 

"development" "diagnostics" and "genome". Each of these lexemes 

occurs 2 times. Grammatically, the use of to-infinitive is functionally 

exploited to express the expository purpose in "to be able to develop 

diagnostics"; "to be able to diagnose patients"; "to explain the importance 

of having genome sequence" ; "to identify these cases quickly" ; and "to 

use PCR testing" . 

           The relation between the two institutional addressors is socially 

equal. This is attributed to their similar institutional identities, i.e., 

doctors in WHO and their specialty, i.e., medical expertise. On the other 

side, the relation between the institutional addressor and the on-lookers, 

i.e., the journalists is socially unequal. The source of the social inequality 

stems from institutional affiliation and scientific specialty which is 

reflected in the scientific vocabulary: "evolution", "virus", "diagnostics", 

"vaccines", "serologic", "genome", and "therapeutics".  

         The institutional identity of the addressor appears in the pronominal 

use of the first person plural pronoun in 3 times: "we are seeing cases", 

"we mean days" and in "we say rapid". The referent of "we" is the World 
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Health organization. The second frequent pronominal use is the third 

person plural pronoun "they" in "they had these sequences" and in "made 

them able to use ". In both cases, the referent is the countries which have 

the genetic sequence of Covid-19 and accordingly can apply the PCR in 

the virus diagnosis.  

        The general shared background knowledge appears in "the rapid 

sharing ...when we say rapid, we mean days". Based on the context of 

utterance, the ellipted part is "of novel corona virus". The institutional 

addressors and the journalists share the general background knowledge 

that the intended sharing is of the genetic sequence of Covid-19 although 

not stated literally by the institutional addressor. Specific background 

knowledge appears in the institutional addressor's use of the adverb "yes" 

in response to Dr. Ryan's "it is important to understand the extra 

advantages that virus sharing gives you over sequence sharing". Both of 

the institutional addressors share the specific knowledge of the 

importance of genome sequence of Covid-19 to explore a vaccine. 

         The descriptive purpose is represented in the description of the 

current state in the world in "the world is on alert "; the transmission of 

the virus in "the evolution of this is so quick". Linguistically, simple tense 

of the verb either the present or the past is used to communicate the 

descriptive purpose. Notably, simple present tense is used to clarify the 

institutional ideology of WHO in "we say", "we mean", and in "the 

availability to....is unprecedented ". 

          Sharing the same time and place between the participants in this 

extract deprives the addressor of editing and deleting. Therefore, an 

incomplete grammatical structure appears in "the rapid sharing..." 

        Linguistically, complex NPs and PPs are the most recurrent kind of 

phrases. This is seen in examples such as "sequence of a novel virus"; 

"development of diagnostics"; "the availability of having a full genome"; 

"the evolution of this"; and "patients in other countries". The underlined 

prepositional phrases are used as post-modifiers of the nouns "sequence"; 

"development"; "availability"; "evolution "; and "patients" respectively.  

                   On the sentential level, this extract is composed of 5 long 

sentences. Sentence (2) is composed of 33 lexemes, sentence (3) is 

composed of 31 lexemes and sentence (5) is composed of 36 lexemes.  

             The institutional addressor uses the certainty stance to express the 

existing scientific issues using the NP "the fact" in" the fact that they had 

these sequences available ...". Another use of certainty stance appears in 
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"It is essential that viruses are shared ..." The institutional addressor 

expresses his certainty of the importance of genome sequence sharing to 

explore Covid-19 ; and information sharing about viruses in general to 

develop therapeutics and vaccines. In both instances, the certainty stance 

is expressed in the relative clause and the marker of certainty is a NP. The 

second kind of stance is the source of knowledge stance. It appears in 

"what Mike has said".  

Extract (5) from Sample (3) 

Maybe to add one more on that, as you know, the capacity of the 

emergency program in WHO especially since Ebola in 2014 has 

increased, thanks actually to Margaret Chan, who started the reform and 

we built on that, but we also believe that we need to build it and upgrade 

it constantly. We are learning and learning from day-to-day events we get 

and building it on a constant basis will be very important. Thank you. 
Ghebreyesus. (2020 Jan 29). "Novel Coronavirus Press" 

            The addressor is identified as Dr. Tedros Ghebreyesus, WHO 

director-general. His contribution is an additional commentary on WHO 

readiness to control the novel corona virus as he states in "Maybe to add 

one more on that". The institutional addressor directs his contribution to 

the audience of attending journalists in the conference. The participants 

share the background knowledge about WHO efforts in confronting 

Ebola virus in Congo as it appears in the journalist's contribution, i.e., 

"Dr. Ghebreyesus, WHO is also dealing with Ebola in Congo, with other 

crises". Although the journalist does not literally mention corona virus in 

his question, i.e., "Is WHO ready to deal with this new big challenge?", 

the institutional addressor and the attending journalists understand that 

the proximal demonstrative "this" refers to the novel corona virus.  

           The institutional addressor has expository CP concerning the 

capacity of the WHO emergency program.   To communicate his purpose, 

the institutional addressor uses a long sentence composed of 53 lexemes. 

He uses the present perfect in "has increased" to show that the increase in 

the capacity of WHO emergency program started in 2014 and is still 

increasing until the present time.  

          In addition, the speaker uses the simple past tense to inform about 

the reform in WHO as "started" in the past; and the present simple to 

delineate the future aims of WHO in "we need to build it and upgrade it". 

The institutional addressor seeks to tell the audience that the reform in 

WHO has started in the past by Margaret Chan as the launcher of the 

reform program, and it will develop in the future. 
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             On the phrasal level, the institutional addressor functionally uses 

complex NPs to discuss the increase and reform in WHO emergency 

program. This is clear in "the emergency program in WHO" where the 

head noun "program" is pre-modified by the NP "the emergency" and 

post modified by the PP "in WHO". 

          The institutional addressor's use of the first person plural pronoun 

reflects the institutional policy of WHO: "we built on that", "we also 

believe", "we need to build it", "learning from day-to-day events we get", 

and in "We are learning". He explains WHO policy in the reform 

program. In addition, he uses the second person pronoun "you" to 

emphasize the development of the emergency program in WHO as a 

well-known fact in "as you know, the capacity of the emergency program 

in WHO ... has increased". This extract is characterized by a nominal use 

more than a pronominal one. The nouns used have scientific associations 

such as "emergency", "Ebola", "capacity", and "program". These lexemes 

reveal the scientific register as a linguistic device in achieving the 

institutional aims.  

Extract (6) from Sample (3) 

As you know, we have just returned from China and yesterday we had the 

opportunity to meet with President Xi Jinping, Minister of Health Ma 

Xiaowei, and Minister of Foreign Affairs Wang Yi. Prior to my visit, I 

was in almost daily contact with Minister Ma to discuss the response to 

the outbreak and how WHO can support because we need to focus on the 

epicentre of the outbreak. Managing the outbreak at the epicentre helps 

us from the outbreak spreading to the rest of the world. During my visit 

we had a series of very candid discussions based on mutual 

understanding. Our discussions focused on continued collaboration on 

containment measures in Wuhan, public health measures in other cities 

and provinces, conducting further studies on the severity and 

transmissibility of the virus, and sharing data and biological material. 
Ghebreyesus. (2020 Jan 29). "Novel Coronavirus Press" 

 

           The previous extract is provided by Dr. Ghebreyesus, the director-

general of WHO as a response to the conference coordinator's offer to 

speak in "I'll give the floor now to Dr. Tedros". The interactiveness 

element unfolds into two sides. The first one is between two institutional 

addressors, i.e., Dr. Ghebreyesus and the conference coordinator. The 

second side is between Dr. Ghebreyesus and the attending journalists who 

receive, watch, and listen to Dr. Ghebreyesus's contribution. 
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          The addressor's institutional identity appears in his professional 

affiliation to WHO as the director-general. It is reflected in the CPs he is 

trying to communicate: descriptive and expository. His descriptive 

purpose appears in his briefing on his visit to China, the epicenter of 

Covid-19. Linguistically, the descriptive CP is communicated by the past 

simple tense in "returned", "focused", and "had". In addition, the 

descriptive CP is communicated by recurrent lexemes of political 

associations such as "discussions", "visit", each of which occurs twice, 

and "meet", "opportunity" "contact" and "discuss" each used once. Proper 

nouns of Chinese officials are another linguistic device exploited by the 

institutional addressor in "Xiaowei","Xi jinping " and "wang Yi". 

         The expository CP of the institutional addressor is shown in his 

expression of the exerted efforts by WHO to confront Covid-19. 

Linguistically, the expository CP is communicated by lexemes of 

scientific associations such as "biological", "severity", "transmissibility", 

"epicenter" and "measures". The to-infinitive and the pronominal use are 

another linguistic devices that are functionally used to accomplish the 

expository CP. To-infinitive structure appears in examples such as "to 

discuss the response", " To focus on the epicenter ", and "to meet with 

president Xi". The previously mentioned uses of to-infinitive reveal the 

exerted efforts by WHO in controlling Covid-19. The pronominal use is 

shown in the first person plural pronoun as the most recurrent pronominal 

use. It appears in examples such as "we had a series of very candid 

discussions ", "we had the opportunity to meet', "we had just returned 

from China", "we need to focus on the epicenter" and in "helps us from 

the outbreak". 

           The shared background knowledge appears in "As you know, we 

have just returned from China" The participants share the background 

knowledge that Dr. Ghebreyesus visited China because it is the epicenter 

of Covid-19. Moreover, they know that his visit to China is not personally 

motivated, but institutionally motivated as Dr. Tedros is WHO director-

general.  

         The relation between the participants is socially unequal. This is 

attributed to the institutional identity of the speaker, and his scientific 

specialty. The institutional register is reflected in using political lexemes 

such as "president", "minister of health", "minister of foreign affairs", and 

in using Chinese proper names of Chinese officials. The scientific register 

appears in using lexemes of scientific associations such as "severity", 

"transmissibility", "health", "outbreak", "epicenter", "measures", and 

"biological". 
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           On the phrasal level, the complex NP and the PP are the most 

recurrent kind. This is clear in examples such as "minister of foreign 

affairs", "minister of Health", "studies on the severity", "measures on 

Wuhan", "transmissibility of virus", "response to the outbreak" and 

"collaboration on containment measure". In these examples, the PP 

functions as post-modifier of the head nouns "minister", "studies"  

"measures", "transmissibility", "response", and "collaboration" 

respectively. On the sentential level, long sentences are the most 

prominent feature. This extract is composed of 5 sentences: sentence (1) 

is composed of 33 lexemes, sentence (2) and (5) each are composed of 36 

lexemes. 

Discussion 

         In the three samples under analysis, the participants are identified 

institutional addressors. Their institutional identity appears in their 

institutional positions in WHO: Dr. Mike Ryan is WHO Executive 

Director; Dr. Maria Van Kerkhove is the Head of emerging diseases and 

zoonosis; and Dr. Tedros Ghebreyesus is the Director-General of WHO. 

The other detected category of institutional addressors is the journalists. 

They represent specific institutions, i.e., news agencies such as French 

public radio, France 24 and the Lancet, Voice of America, and China’s 

Xinhua News Agency. They are designated by their first names in "We 

will have three more questions here from the room. Jamil, Gabriela, and 

then… "; in "First Stephanie, then Nina, then John, and then we will go 

online"; and in " we promised John and then we will go to a couple of 

questions from journalists watching us online. John, please". Likewise, 

the institutional addressors affiliated to WHO are designated by their first 

names preceded by the academic title "Dr". 

             Most of the contributions are provided by the institutional 

addressors, i.e., the scientists affiliated to WHO. The scientific register is 

affected by the scientists' specialty and professional affiliation to WHO. 

This is detected in the distinctive linguistic characteristics of their 

contributions. For example, the pronominal use of the first person plural 

pronoun occurs 213 times as table (1) reveals: 
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Table 1: we-are structure 

 The institutional addressors in the three samples are functionally using 

the first person plural pronoun to convey descriptive or expository 

communicative purposes. As shown in table (1), the scientists use the 

"we-are structure" to express one of two points: the currently exerted 

institutional efforts of WHO as in 1, 2, 3, 8, and 14; or the institutional 

attitude towards China and the Chinese government in 2 and 27.  Figure 

(1) shows that the highest prevalence of the "we-are structure" occurs in 

Sample (1); followed by Sample (3) then Sample (2).  
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Figure (1): Concordance Plot of we-are structure 

         The second functional use of the first person plural pronoun is to 

express future possible institutional aims. This is achieved by five 

linguistic structures. Tables (2) and (3) show the addressors' use of the 

"we- will structure" and the "we-may structure" to express the future aims 

of WHO. It is a task-oriented register by the institutional addressors to 

express the future policy of WHO towards the novel coronavirus. Both 

structures have equal frequency of 5 times. The highest prevalence of 

these linguistic structures appears in sample 3 as figure (2) and (3) 

indicate. The use of "we-may structure" reveals the constraints imposed 

on the institutional addressors. As representatives of WHO, they cannot 

give promises, therefore they use the modal "may" to reveal the 

probability of future actions.   

 
Table 2:  we-will structure 
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Table (3): we-may structure 

 

 
Figure (2): Concordance plot of we-will Structure 

 

 
Figure (3): Concordance plot of we-may Structure 

         The "we-can structure" and the "we-need structure" achieve the 

same expository purpose, i.e., revealing the possible future aims of WHO. 

Table (4) reveals that "we-can structure" has a frequency of 13 times. 
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They prevail in the three samples with the highest prevalence in sample 

(1), followed with sample (2), and then sample (3), as figure (4) clarifies. 

 
Table (4): we-can structure 

 

 
Figure (4): Concordance plot of we-can Structure 

         The "we-need structure" has a frequency of 14 times, as table (5) 

reveals. The scientists show that the aims of their institution include the 

countries' preparation for infection; having information about infected 

cases; sharing data by member states; working with partners in the media; 

and focusing on the epicenter of the virus outbreak. The "we-need 

structure" prevails in the three samples as figure (5) reveals. The highest 

prevalence is in sample (1), followed by sample (3), then sample (2). 
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Table (5): we-need structure 

 

 
Figure (5): Concordance plot no. 5 of we-need Structure 

           "We-have-to-structure" is the fifth linguistic structure which 

expresses the institutional aims of WHO. Table (6) illustrates that "we-

have-to-structure" prevails in the three samples under analysis. Figure (6) 

clarifies that the highest prevalence of "we-have to structure" is in sample 

(1), followed by sample (3), then sample (2). 
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Table (6): we-have to structure 

 

 
Figure (6): Concordance plot of we-have to structure 

              Likewise, the descriptive communicative purpose is achieved by 

the first person plural pronoun.  The institutional addressors describe the 

current state of affairs in relation to Coronavirus. This is achieved by 

using "we-don't structure". Table (7) reveals that the "we-don't structure" 

is used by the institutional addressors to describe that they do not have 

full understanding of the virus transmissibility; they do not have a 

therapy; they do not have a vaccine; and they do not know what the 

amplifiers were in Wuhan. The "we-don't structure" has frequency of 11 

times, nonetheless, it prevails only in samples (1) and (2) as figure (7) 

reveals. 
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Table (7): we-do not structure 

 

 
Figure (7): Concordance plot of we-do not structure 

          The other two structures used by the addressors to express the 

exerted institutional efforts by WHO are the "we-have-p.p. structure" and 

the "we-have-been structure". Table (8) reveals that the present perfect 

tense is used by the addressors to express exerted institutional efforts 

such as consulting the experts, asking member states of imported cases to 

share data, and bringing the best minds of scientists, clinicians, disease 

trackers and modelers. 
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Table (8): "we-have-p.p. structure" and the "we-have-been structure" 

          Table (9) clarifies the pronominal use in the data under analysis. It 

reveals that the most frequent pronominal use is the first person plural 

pronoun. The second frequent use is the second person pronoun with 

frequency of 80 times.  Figures (8) and (9) reveal the prevalence of these 

pronouns respectively. 

Pronoun Sample (1)  Sample (2)  Sample (3)  Sum 

we 115 36 62 213 

you 46 6 28 80 
Table (9): pronominal use 
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Figure (8): Concordance plot of first person pronoun use 

 

 
Figure (9): Concordance plot of second person pronoun use 

            The variant professional affiliation appears in the scientists' 

representation of WHO and the journalists' representation of different 

news agencies. Its influence appears in the allocation of turns, i.e., the 

right to speak. While the journalists have the right to ask and direct 

questions to the scientists in the conference, the scientists do not have the 

right to ask questions. Their duty is to respond to the journalists' 

questions. They are responses that represent their institution, i.e., the 

World Health Organization. 

            It should be pointed out that in the three samples under analysis 

when a scientist responses to a journalist's question, he implicitly directs 

his response to all the attending journalists and the conference online 

viewers. His CP is promotional of the WHO ideologies and international 

power. It is the promotional aim that the scientists are charged to perform 
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in an institutional register about epidemics. This is clear in expressing the 

exerted efforts and future possible aims of WHO in controlling covid-19. 

The second aim of the publicly directed institutional scientific register is 

informative. The scientists inform the attendees about the novel corona 

virus, the precautions to prevent the virus transmission, and the current 

numbers of infected cases.  

           The interactiveness between the participants appears in two 

linguistic features. The first of which is the pronominal use of the second 

person pronoun with a frequency of 80 times used mainly to direct the 

contributions to the addressees. The second linguistic feature of 

interactiveness that is used elaborately and functionally by the journalists 

is the question form. 

           The CP of the journalists is mainly to request information about 

Covid-19. The journalists achieve the interrogative purpose by using the 

question pattern. In the three samples under analysis, the journalists use 

three different categories of questions: direct, indirect, and yes/ no 

questions. The direct questions have a frequency of 10 times as table (10) 

reveals: 

What guarantees you’ve had from the government as to access? 

What is it you think about this? 

What percentage of the cases reported to WHO are asymptomatic  

How much is that worrying you, given the recent case in Germany? 

What more can we expect that will occur? 

What does this tell to you? 

How will this advance the operation in terms of trying to tackle this 

and contain this virus?  

How many generations are there so far and  

How is it going to affect the ongoing solution to contain the 

epidemic?  

How long do you think it would take before the number of infected 

cases…  
Table (10): journalists' use of direct-questions  

 The second category of questions is shown in structures such as "could 

you tell us…", "can you elaborate on…", "can you provide some clarity 

as to…", and "can you tell us a little but more about…". These structures 

are always followed by a wh-word. This category of indirect questions is 

used functionally by the journalists to achieve two functions: to appear 

more polite and to reflect a high level of formality. Polite and formal 

questions are distinctive linguistic features of the journalists' questions in 
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the institutional scientific register about epidemics. This category has a 

frequency of 7 times, as table (11) reveals. 

 Could you tell us who they …  

 Can you elaborate more on what kind of data-sharing  

 Can you provide some clarity as to why information about  

 Can you tell us a little bit more about what sort of skills you’re 

looking for 

 Can you tell us a little bit more about what sort of skills you’re 

looking for, 

 I was wondering if you could say how good an idea you think it is 

that countries are evacuating their citizens … 

 I would like to know the difference there and if it is something 

major, too. 
        Table (11): journalists' use of polite formal questions 

          The third category is yes/no questions. The operator in this 

category is "verb to do" found in 8 times followed by "verb to be" used in 

5 times and the least occurrence is attributed to a modal verb "would" 

which is used once, as table (12) reveals. 

 Do you think the infection controls are adequate? 

 Do you have any scientific explanation to this or  

 Do you need more support from member states?  

 Do you fear that politics and international politics  

 Do you believe this has had an effect on China’s …  

 Do you have plans to include US experts from CDC or other 

agencies in this mission … 

 Did you learn anything major from your trip in China?  

 Doesn’t that leave the possibility that there will be a blind spot…  

 Are you receiving that data now?  

 Are you afraid that this epidemic has a potential of being …  

 Are you already in talks with the World Bank, with other …  

 Are we making too much headlines about the coronavirus … 

 Is WHO ready to deal with this new big challenge? 

 Would you say that you believe that China has been transparent 

about this 
Table (12): yes/no questions 

          The journalists' questions are characterized by being preceded by 

declarative sentences. These declarative sentences have four different 

functions: to specify the addressee, as in "… two questions for Dr. Ryan", 
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"My question is both for the Director-general and Dr. Ryan", and in "I 

have another question for Dr. Tedros". The second function is to specify 

the topic, for example "I just wanted to follow up on the transparency 

question". The third function, which seems similar to the second one, is to 

narrate relevant events to the question, for example "you've come back 

from China, sir , with this promise from the Chinese authorities of being 

able to send an international mission ....can you tell us a little bit more 

about what sort of skills you are looking for ?" Another example is in 

"you were a minster. You know very well, sir, that everything is 

political.... do you fear that politics and international politics ... limit your 

capacity to act?" The last function is self-introduction, as in "Nina 

Larson, AFP" where AFP stands for Agence France-Presse ; in "John 

Zarocostas for France 24"; and in "Hello Lisa Schlein, voice of America 

..." 

            On the other side, the only use of question pattern by the scientists 

is the rhetorical use. For example, "Can we gather enough evidence...?"; 

"Can we use that evidence to drive a public health strategy ...?"; "Can we 

balance those two things?"  The question pattern structure appears only in 

Sample (1) as a rhetorical device to formulate the intended aims of the 

WHO. Based on the context, the implied answer is "yes".  

            Other examples of rhetorical questions used only in Sample (1) 

are the following: "Why would not people be concerned"; "Can we find a 

way to make that happen?"; "How do we do that together?"; "How do we 

share national information?" "Can this be controlled?" and in "Which 

way is it spreading?" The only exception of a question pattern directed by 

a scientist to a journalist is in Sample (2) where the addressor requests 

clarification about the journalist's question in "Do you have a date and a 

time line where you are concerned about this in terms of dates?"  

              The unequal relation between the participants appears in the 

unimpeachable and unquestionable status of the scientists' contributions. 

This credibility stems from the scientific specialty of the scientists in 

health emergencies and emerging diseases; and their professional 

affiliation to the WHO which strengthens the credibility and reliability of 

their contributions. 

            The role of the general shared knowledge in understanding the 

context of situation appears in a number of instances. In Sample (1), the 

addressor says "this is our first opportunity to brief you on this". It is 

shared knowledge between the participants that the first use of the 

demonstrative "this" refers to the current conference while the second use 
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refers to the visit to China. Similarly in "He will reconvene the 

international Health Regulations Emergency Committee", the participants 

share the knowledge that the emergency committee is a department that is 

specialized in regulations of emergent diseases in WHO.  

       Likewise, in describing the response to coronavirus in "we clearly 

have four levels in this response" and in "we're sharing information, 

guidelines, and tools in real time on our website", the participants share 

the general knowledge that the intended response and the intended 

information are about coronavirus. Although not mentioned literally, it is 

general shared knowledge between the participants that the conference is 

about the novel coronavirus outbreak in China. 

        The role of specialized knowledge appears in the numerous 

abbreviations and acronyms used by the scientists and understood by the 

journalists. For example, in Sample (2), the abbreviation "sitrep" stands 

for "situation reports" (Sitrep, Segen's Medical Dictionary, 2011). In 

Sample (3), the acronym "PBAC" stands for "Pharmaceutical Benefits 

Advisory Committee" (Jablonski, 2016, p. 325).  

         Likewise in Sample (2), the acronym "MERS" stands for "Middle 

East Respiratory syndrome" (Jablonski, 2016, p. 265). In Sample (3), the 

addressor says "the IHR now is PHERC or no PHEIC either green or red" 

where the "IHR" stands for "International Health Regulations" (Jablonski, 

2016, p 213), and the "PHEIC" stands for "Public Health Emergencies of 

International Concern" (PHEIC, TheFreeDictionary.com, 2020). The 

acronym "SARS" stands for Server Acute Respiratory Syndrome 

(Jablonski, 2016, p. 384); CFR stands for "Case Fatality Ration" 

(Jablonski, 76); and GOARN stands for "Global Outbreak Alert and 

Response Network" (Jablonski, 2016, p. 176). Finally, DG stands for 

director-general and the most used abbreviation in the three samples 

under analysis is WHO stands for the World Health Organization 

(Jablonski, 2016, p. 458). 

          Likewise, the role of specific knowledge in interpreting the register 

under investigation appears in the scientific terminology. For example, 

"genome" refers to "the entirety of the genetic information encoded by 

the nucleotide sequence of an organism, cell, organelle, or virus" 

(Dorland, 2012, p. 771). "Cluster" refers to "a group of similar objects, 

events, or other elements in close proximity" (Dorland, 2012, p. 375). 

"Epidemiology" refers to "the science concerned with the study of the 

factors determining and influencing the frequency and distribution of 

disease, injury, and other health-related events" (Dorland, 2012, p. 631). 
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"Infection" refers to "the invasion and multiplication of microorganisms 

or parasites in body tissues" (Dorland, 2012, p. 935). "Vaccine" means "a 

suspension of attenuated or killed microorganisms or of antigenic 

proteins derived from them, administered for the prevention, 

amelioration, or treatment of infectious diseases"(Dorland, 2012, p. 

2015). Diagnosis denotes " the determination of the nature of a case of 

disease… distinguishing one disease from another"(Dorland, 2012, p. 

507).  

              The spoken mode of the three samples under analysis influence 

the production circumstances of the participants. While the journalists 

have time to prepare their questions to some degree, the scientists do not 

have foreknowledge of these questions and accordingly do not have time 

to edit their responses. This is clear in the ungrammatical and incomplete 

sentences used by the scientists. In Sample (1), the predicate of "China 

and Chinese scientists" is missing in "Remember in this that China and 

Chinese scientists ... it probably was the most rapid characterization". 

Likewise, the infinitive after the particle "to" is missing in "In a crisis it's 

very easy to… sometimes I've called it the something must be done club". 

Likewise, incomplete sentences are used in sample (2) where the 

predicate of "rapid sharing" is missing in "yes just to complement what 

Mike has said, the rapid sharing...when we say rapid, we mean days". 

Similarly, the complement after verb to be is missing in "yes, what I can 

add to that is ... what we can say to date is how many".  

         The time and place of the register under analysis are shared by the 

participants except for a portion of online journalists as the conference 

coordinator mentions in "… would like to say to journalists who are 

watching us that they ask their questions using the hashtag # ask WHO". 

Sharing the same physical context of time and place between the 

participants appears in the use of situation-dependent reference. For 

example, the adverbial "yesterday" is a context-dependent reference that 

refers to "on the day preceding today" (Meriam Webster online 

dictionary, n. d.), i.e., one day before the conference date. This is clear in 

the following examples: 

 "Thank you, so we mentioned yesterday in our sitrep" and in "I had 

direct discussions with the DG and ministers in China on 

that yesterday" (Sample (1)). 

 "As you know, we have just returned from China and yesterday we 

had the opportunity to meet with President Xi Jinping" and in   "… 

the cases in Germany reported yesterday originated with a Chinese 

woman " (Sample (3)). 
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         Another situation-dependent reference of place appears in the 

adverb "here" which refers to the current place of the conference. This is 

clear in "Maria Van Kerkhove, who's with me here, can give more detail 

on that" and in "I have said to you of the core press crops here" in Sample 

(1). Similarly, situation-dependent reference of place appears in "the 

strategy we followed here is serious" (Sample (3)).  

         The vocabulary in the three samples under analysis is used 

functionally to communicate the CPs of the scientists. The first CP in the 

press conference is a description of the visit to China and the Chinese 

government response to coronavirus. This is achieved by the addressor's 

functional use of the noun "China" in 78 times, as the Word List tool 

reveals in figure (10): 

 
Figure (10): word list of first person pronominal use 

          Table (13) clarifies that the proper noun "China" occurs most 

frequently in the prepositional phrase structure: "in China" with a 

frequency of 17 times; "of China" with a frequency of 7 times; "outside 

China" with a frequency of 7 times; and "to china" with a frequency of 8 

times. This is attributed to the functional use of the proper noun "China", 

i.e., the epicenter of coronavirus pandemic. The prepositional phrase "in 

China" is used as a post modifier of nouns such as "people", "workers", 

"government", "partners", "outbreaks", and "office". 
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Table (13): prepositional phrase structure including proper noun "China" 

          Table (14) shows that the adjective "Chinese" is another recurrent 

lexeme used to achieve the descriptive CP of the visit to China and the 

Chinese response to the coronavirus pandemic. It is used as a pre-

modifier to describe nouns such as "authorities", "colleagues", "experts", 

"perspective', and "government". Moreover, it collocates with "experts" 

in 4 times, "authorities" in 4 times, and "government" in 2 times. 
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Table (14): frequency of "Chinese" 

         Likewise, table (15) displays the proper noun "Wuhan" with a 

frequency of 17 times. It occurs most frequently in the prepositional 

phrase "in Wuhan" which is used as a post modifier of nouns such as 

"clinicians", "measures", and "authorities". 

 
Table (15): frequency of "Wuhan" 
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The description of the Chinese government's response to coronavirus is 

communicated by using lexemes such as "response" with a frequency of 

22 times, as table (16) manifests: 

 
Table (16): frequency of "response" 

 

            Based on table (16), the lexeme "response" is pre-modified in 

"Chinese response", "intense response", "epidemic response", and in 

"major response". Moreover, it is used to express WHO efforts in the 

prevention of Ebola epidemic in Congo, and in the designation of "Global 

outbreak Alert & Response Network" which reiterates in 14 and 15. 

            The international cooperation to share data about the novel 

coronavirus is the second important CP in the three samples under 

analysis. This is achieved by using lexemes such as "coronavirus" with a 

frequency of 9 times, as table (17) reveals. It collocates with the pre-

modifier "novel" in 3 times (2, 4, and 6), and as a post-modifier in the 

prepositional phrase "of coronavirus" to post-modify lexemes such as 

"context", "spread", and "outbreaks" in 7, 8, and 9. 
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Table (17): frequency of "coronavirus" 

  

         Table (18) indicates that the lexeme "virus" is used alternatively 

with the lexeme "coronavirus" in the form of definite reference, i.e., "the 

virus" which has 21 times. As the conference aims to share information 

about the virus and stop its spread and transmissibility, the lexeme "virus" 

collocates with the gerund "sharing" in 3 times (22, 27, 31); with the 

infinitive "to stop" in 3 times (19, 24, 29); and with the lexeme 

"transmissibility" twice in (4, and 5). Moreover, the lexeme "virus" 

collocates with "spread" twice in (9 and 14), and with the lexeme 

"isolated" in 3 times (1, 20, and 28). The prepositional phrase "of the 

virus" is used twice to post-modify "spread", "virulence", and "progress".  
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Table (18): frequency of "virus" 
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         The lexeme "cooperation" reiterates in 4 times. It prevails in 

Samples (1) and (3). It is noted that the lexeme "cooperation" collocates 

with the lexeme "solidarity" only in Sample (3). It is a reference to 

"Solidarity and Cooperation" which is article number 13 of UNESCO's 

Universal Declaration on Bioethics and Human Rights as Garrafa (2014, 

169) mentions in his essay "Solidarity and Cooperation".  

 
Table (19): frequency of "cooperation" 

 

        Table (20) reveals that the verb "share" is repeated 8 times. It 

collocates with "information" in (2 and 3), and with "data" in (1 and 4). 

 

Table 20:  frequency of "share" 

In table (21), the Gerund "sharing" has 16 times. It collocates with the 

noun "information" in 6 times (4, 5, 6, 7, 14, and 11), and as a compound 

noun in (3 and 9). 
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Table (21): frequency of "sharing" 

 

           "Studies", "data", "information", "collaboration", "network(s)", 

"scientists", "team", "media", "and colleagues" are recurrent lexemes that 

are used functionally to convey the second CP.  The lexeme "studies" is 

repeated 5 times. It collocates with the pre-modifier "specific" in (1 and 

4). It is pre-modified by the noun "transmission" in (2), and with clinical 

in (5), as table (22) reveals.  

 
Table (22): frequency of "studies"  

        Table (23) clarifies that the lexeme "data" collocates with the past 

participle adjective "disaggregated" in (7 and 12), and the present 

participle adjective "sharing" in (1, 3, and 10). It is pre-modified in "new 

data" in (2); "standardized data" in (5); "reported data" in (9); and 

"surveillance data" in (13). 
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Table (23): frequency of data 

         Based on table (24), the lexeme "information" recurs 16 times. 

Using the Collocates Tool in Antconic Software, it collocates with 

"sharing" in 6 times, in (1, 2, 6, 7, 15, and 16), and the pre-modifier 

"rational" twice, in (10, and 12). 

 
Table (24): frequency of "information" 
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 According to table (26); the lexeme "collaboration" is repeated 8 

times and collocates with "global" and "further" twice for each. The 

lexeme "expert" reiterates 4 times, while the plural "experts" is repeated 

16 times in tables (27) and (28), respectively.  The plural form collocates 

with "networks" in (7 and 3); "Taiwanese" in (15 and 9); "international" 

in (14, 12, and 8); and with "Chinese" in (2, 10, 11, and 13). 

 
Table (26): frequency of "collaboration" 

 

 
Table 27: frequency of "experts" 

 

 
Table (28): frequency of "experts" 
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          The expository CP about the transmission of the virus, the number 

of infected cases; and the precautions to prevent the virus are important 

topics in the institutional scientific register about pandemics. This is 

achieved by the functional use of lexemes such as "cases". Table (29) 

reveals that the lexeme "cases" is repeated 47 times. It collocates with 

"countries" 11 times in (19), (20), (21), (24), and (36), and the past 

participle adjective "imported" 5 times in (4, 8, 26, 42, and 46). The 

prepositional phrase "in cases" is used to post-modify "numbers" 

"export", "majority" "importation", and "levels". Moreover, the lexeme 

"cases" collocates with "confirmed" in (10, 20, and 25); and with the verb 

"identify" in (2 and 35). 
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Table (29): frequency of "cases" 

            The lexeme "transmission" is repeated 25 times in table (30). It 

collocates with the compound adjective "human-to-human" 9 times in (2, 

9, 10, 11, 15, 16, 17, 21 and 25). Furthermore, it collocates with the verbs 

"understand" in (1, 5, and 14), and "stop" in (4 and 19). Finally it 
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collocates with the nouns "evidence" in (16 and 21), and "chains" in (3, 

24, and 4). 

 
Table (30): frequency of "transmission" 

          Other lexemes used to achieve the CP of expressing the 

transmission of the virus are "outbreak" which is repeated 20 times in 

table (31), and "emergency" which is repeated 22 times in table (32). The 

latter collocates with "committee" in (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11), 

and with "health" in (1, 18 and 19).  
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Table (31): frequency of "outbreak" 

Table (32): frequency of "emergency" 
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          The epistemic stance of doubt prevails in the three samples under 

analysis. It reflects the addressors' caution and speculation towards the 

epidemic transmission, symptoms, and invention of the vaccine in the 

future. The modal verb "may" prevails in the three samples with a 

frequency of 17 times, as table (33) proves. The addressors express their 

doubts towards the influence of security incidences on Ebola spread; 

possible reasons for the absence of the epidemic infection among the 

health workers in Chinese hospitals, stopping the spread of the epidemic 

in the future, and possible financial cooperation with other countries to 

control the epidemic. Moreover, collaborating with China to prevent the 

epidemic in the future, mortality rates because of the epidemic, symptoms 

of coronavirus in confirmed cases are topics expressed cautiously using 

the modal verb "may". 

 
Table (33): epistemic stance of doubt using "may" 

         The second tool to express doubt is the verb "think" which is 

repeated 15 times in table (34). The addressors use the verb "think" to 

suggest strategies to control coronavirus, for example, the Traffic Light 

approach, the Something Must be Done Club, and the approach of 

Focusing on the Epicenter. Other devices of epistemic stance of doubt in 

the register under analysis are "probably" and "potentially" in Sample (1). 
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Table (34): epistemic stance of doubt using "I think" 

          The second observed kind of stance is the epistemic stance of 

certainty. It is expressed by the adverbial "certainly" which prevails in 

Sample (1) with frequency of 3 times as table (35) shows.  

 
Table (35): the epistemic stance of certainty by using "certainly" 

           The addressor uses the adverbial "certainly" to commit himself to 

the reality of the event's occurrence, for example, the alerts announced on 

Wuhan websites, the daily numbers announced by the government 

authorities in Wuhan, the commitment of the Chinese government to 

control the epidemic are events that toke place according to the addressor.  

         In addition, the adverbial "obviously" is repeated 6 times, as table 

(36) exhibits. Among the topics assured by the adverbial "obviously" are 

considering the epidemic as an active one, considering the visit to China 

as "a short mission", defining the coronavirus as a respiratory disease, 

and considering preparedness and readiness as the first priorities of 

countries with imported cases. 
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Table (36): epistemic stance of certainty by using "obviously" 

       Finally, the adverbial "clearly" conveys the epistemic stance of 

certainty in Sample (1) with a frequency of 4 times in table (37). Among 

the topics assured by the adverbial "clearly" are the current response to 

the epidemic inside and outside China, the directions of WHO to make 

sick people get the necessary health care, and the readiness of the 

countries of imported cases.  

 
Table (37): epistemic stance of certainty by using "clearly"  

          In Sample (2), the only token of the epistemic stance of certainty is 

the adjective "sure" in "I am sure". It is used to express the existence of 

misinformation about the epidemic in "I am sure you have seen that 

there’s a lot of misinformation that’s out there".  

         In Sample (3), the epistemic stance of certainty is expressed by the 

adverb "of course" in 4 times, as table (38) reveals.  

 
Table 38: epistemic stance of certainty by using "of course" 

          Based on table (38), the addressor is certain about the increase of 

cases outside China, the decisions of evacuating citizens as a national 

concern of countries, the request of WHO for the member states 

cooperation, and the anxiety of people because of the epidemic as a 
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normal reaction. The adverbial "exactly" is used once to commit the 

addressor to the certainty of the seriousness of WHO in dealing with the 

new epidemic.  

          Based on tables (39) and (40), the epistemic stance of actuality and 

reality is expressed by the adverbials "actually" in 8 times and "really" in 

13 times in the three samples under analysis. The adverbial "actually" is 

used to commit the speaker to certain issues as a matter of fact. For 

example, the collective attendance of the scientists to the conference, the 

scarcity of household  studies, the Chinese reaction to coronavirus as a 

powerful factor in reducing coronavirus spread, and Margaret Chan as the 

actual reformer of WHO emergency program are among the topics that 

are expressed by the epistemic stance of actuality. The adverbial "really" 

commits the speaker to the reality of the propositional content of issues 

such as people's readiness only in dangerous situations, the reduction of 

Ebola in DRC, limiting human-to-human transmission of the epidemic as 

the first aim of WHO, and WHO's focus on the epicenter.  

 
Table (39): epistemic stance of actuality  
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Table (40): epistemic stance of reality 

         The epistemic stance of source of knowledge is expressed in the 

three samples under analysis by the "subject-said-structure" with a 

frequency of 24 times, as table (41) shows. Out of the 24 times, 8 times 

reveal the addressor himself as the source of information using "as-I-said 

structure" and 16 times reveal another scientist as the source of 

information using "X-said or X-mentioned structures" with X referring to 

the proper name of the scientist. In all cases, the referent is one of the 

attending institutional addressors affiliated to WHO. Other adverbials 

used to express the source of information are "remarkably", "originally", 

"collectively", and "personally" in Sample (1). 
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Table (41): Epistemic stance of source of knowledge 

            In the data under analysis, the epistemic stance of limitations of 

propositional content appears in adverbials such as "mainly", 

"politically", "economically", "socially", "fundamentally", and "mostly", 

each of which is used once. Moreover, the adverbial "essentially" is used 

twice, and the adverbial "fully" is used 4 times to reveal the limitations of 

the propositional content of topics such as the precautions to prevent the 

epidemic spread, and the balance between media and ourselves. The 

unilateral measures which will take place politically, economically, and 

socially, the new epidemic as mainly a respiratory disease, the increase in 

the infected cases as the main reason for reconvening the committee, the 

readiness to coronavirus as the fundamental concern of WHO, and the 

close contact as the reason of infection are other topics expressed using 

adverbials of limitations.   

         In Sample (2), the epistemic stance of limitations is expressed by 

the adverbials "early" and "typically" which are used once and "globally" 

which is used twice. Among the topics expressed by adverbials of 
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limitations in Sample (2) are the global increase in surveillance, the 

global engagement of countries with infected cases in Expert Networks, 

the examination about the methods of controlling the epidemic, and the 

ways of the epidemic spread as belonging to the early days of SARS. The 

adverbial "typically" limits WHO interest to the severe cases in epidemic 

outbreaks. 

          In Sample (3), epistemic stance of limitations appears in adverbials 

such as "internally", "externally", and "fully", each used once. Among the 

topics expressed using adverbials of limitations are "transparency" as a 

required principle "both internally and externally" and the addressor's full 

agreement in "… fully agree with what Mike said". 

         The least occurrence is of adverbials of attitude. This reflects the 

scientific objectivity where personal likes and dislikes have no influence. 

Nonetheless, very rare occurrences of attitude adverbials are detected in 

Sample (1) and Sample (3). In both samples, the adverbial 

"extraordinary" has 3 times. It is used to reveal the addressor's attitude as 

in "extraordinary challenge", "extraordinary measures", and 

"extraordinary steps". The adverbial "unfortunately" prevails only in 

Sample (1) in "unfortunately did not benefit from ... funding"; 

"unfortunately my memories goes back to SARS", and in "unfortunately 

we do not have the opportunity to say…" Finally, the adverbial "luckily" 

in Sample (3) reveals the addressors attitude in "… luckily the level of 

commitment from China is incredible". Table (42) summarizes the 

addressor's use of the epistemic stance in the three samples under 

analysis. 

 

Sample (1)  

Epistemic stance of doubt  May 7 10 

Probably  2 

Potentially  1 

Epistemic stance of certainty  Obviously  6 13 

Clearly  4 

Certainly  3 

Epistemic stance of actuality and 

reality 

Actually  3 6 

Really  3 

Epistemic stance of source of 

knowledge  

Remarkably  1 18 

Originally  1 

Collectively  1 

Said- structure  13 

Personally  2 

Epistemic stance of limitation Mainly  1 12 
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Politically  1 

Economically  1 

Socially  1 

fundamentally 1 

Essentially  2 

Fully  4 

Mostly  1 

Attitude stance  Extraordinary  2 5 

Unfortunately  3 

Sample (2)  

Kind of epistemic stance  hits hits Sum 

Epistemic stance of doubt  May  3 4 

I think  1 

Epistemic stance certainty  I am sure  1 1 

Epistemic stance of actuality and 

reality  

Actually  2 3 

Really  1 

Epistemic stance of source of 

knowledge  

Said- structure  2 2 

Epistemic stance of limitation  Globally  2 4 

Early  1 

Typically  1 

Sample (3)  

Epistemic stance of doubt   I think  7 10 

May 3 

Epistemic stance of certainty  Exactly 1 5 

Of course  4 

Epistemic stance of actuality  actually 4 13 

Really  9 

Epistemic stance of source of 

knowledge  

Said –structure  9 9 

Epistemic stance of limitation Internally  1 3 

Externally  1 

Fully  1 

Attitude stance  Luckily  1 2 

Extraordinary  1 

 

Table (42): epistemic stance 

The previous table can be represented in the following chart: 
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 Figure (11): epistemic stance use 

Conclusion  

The aim of this research is to provide situational and linguistic analysis of 

the publicly-directed institutional scientific register. The situational 

features are shown in the participants' personal and social relations, the 

role of shared and specific knowledge in the comprehension; the 

influence of the channel and setting of communication, and the 

communicative purposes of the participants in the targeted register. The 

lexico-grammatical features appear in the participants' stance, and their 

vocabulary. Moreover, this paper investigates the influence of the 

situational features on the lexico-grammatical features used by the 

speakers in the register under investigation. Based on the qualitative and 

quantitative analysis of Covid-19 pandemic conference held on 29 

January 2020 by WHO, the public-directed institutional scientific register 

about epidemics is characterized by the following: 

         First, it includes two kinds of institutional addressors: scientists and 

journalists. Both are identified by first names and professional affiliation. 

The professional affiliation is either to the organization where the 

scientists belong, or the news agencies that the journalists represent. Both 

kinds of participants share the same physical time and place. This is 

reflected in the participants' use of situation-dependent reference, namely 

adverbials of place and time.  
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        Since the scientists are the conference guests, they provide most of 

the contributions in the register under analysis. Because the sponsor of 

the conference is the health organization to which the scientists belong, 

they express their professional affiliation in their contributions by using 

certain linguistic devices and features. Among these distinctive linguistic 

features is the first person plural pronoun. It is used to convey the 

communicative purposes of the sponsoring health organization. The 

descriptive CP is the currently exerted efforts by the sponsoring health 

organization in stopping and sharing information about the new epidemic. 

This is achieved via using three structures: "we-are structure"; "we-have 

structure"; and we-have-been structure. The "we-are structure" is the most 

frequently used kind. 

       The second CP of the register under analysis is to express the 

institutional attitude towards health procedures or policies taken by one 

country. This is achieved by the functional use of attitudinal stance 

adverbials, such as "extraordinary", "luckily", and "unfortunately", to 

describe the Chinese response to the epidemic corona virus.  

         Adverbials expressing the source of knowledge are the most 

frequently used kind. This is attributed to the addressors' desire to appear 

as accurate, precise, and exact. It is mainly conveyed by "I-said" structure 

and "X-said" or "X-mentioned" structure where X refers to one of the 

attending institutional addressors affiliated to the health organization. 

         Adverbials of doubt have the second frequency. They are used to 

express the scientists' doubts about scientific issues of the epidemic, such 

as symptoms, ways of transmission, and vaccines. This reflects the 

skeptic and uncertain nature of science and the in-progress researches 

about the epidemic.  

           Adverbials of actuality and reality have the third frequency of 

occurrence. They are used to describe the current state of affairs of the 

new epidemic. Adverbials of certainty are used by the scientists to 

express actions or events taken by the sponsoring organization to control 

the epidemic transmission and share data about the epidemic sequencing.        

The least used kind is the attitude adverbials. This is attributed to the 

objectivity, impartiality, and integrity of science. 

            The future planned institutional aim of the sponsoring 

organization is the third CP. This is achieved by using five linguistic 

structures: "we-will" structure, "we-may" structure, "we-can" structure, 

"we-need" structure, and "we-have" structure. Describing the current state 

of affairs of the new epidemic is the third CP. It is achieved by using 
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"we-don't" structure. It is observed that the first person plural pronoun is 

the shared linguistic constituent in all the previously mentioned linguistic 

structures. The KIC tool shows that the first person plural pronoun "we" 

is used to achieve the promotional aims of the sponsoring health 

organization. The informative CP appears where the scientists inform the 

public about the precautions to prevent the epidemic. 

          The second person plural pronoun "you" is the second most 

frequent pronominal use. It is used by the participants to direct their 

contributions to the addressees. It reflects the interactiveness of the 

public-directed institutional register of scientists about epidemics.  

          The functional use of the question-answer pattern reflects the 

interactiveness of the register under analysis. This interactiveness is of an 

unequal degree for the participants: journalists only have the right to ask, 

not to answer or discuss; while scientists only have the right to answer, 

not to ask. This inequality reflects the limited degree of interactiveness of 

the register under investigation. Therefore, the question pattern is mainly 

used by the journalists' while the declarative sentences are mainly used by 

the scientists. The exceptional cases appear in the journalists' use of 

declarative sentences to introduce themselves, to remind the addressees of 

a fact or event relevant to the directed question; or to specify the 

addressee by his name. For the scientists, the exceptional cases are 

rhetorical questions and the repetition of previously mentioned questions 

in similar epidemic cases in the past. 

        The only CP of the journalists is of an interrogative nature. They 

request information about the exerted efforts to stop and to prevent the 

new epidemic. This is achieved by the functional use of the question 

pattern which linguistically varies between the direct, indirect, and yes/no 

question. The indirect question is employed by the journalists to reflect 

the high level of formality of the register under investigation, and to 

appear as more polite. It is composed of linguistic structures such as 

"could you", "would you", "I wonder if I", which are followed by wh-

word. The direct question form targets information about the number of 

infected, reported, and suspected cases, the procedures suggested for 

controlling the virus, and the future expectations of the organization. The 

third category of questions is the yes/no question in which the most 

frequent operator is verb to be, followed with verb to do, and the least 

used operator is the modal verb. 
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          Socially, the scientists' contributions are characterized by a high 

degree of authority and credibility. This is attributed to the specialized 

knowledge of the scientists in epidemics and their professional affiliation 

to the sponsoring health organization. 

         Regarding the context of utterance, general and specific knowledge 

has an essential role in understanding the register under investigation. 

General knowledge appears in the addressors' reference to facts that are 

well-known to the addressees. These well-known facts are usually about 

events, policies, strategies, and committees that belong to the sponsoring 

organization.  Conversely, specific knowledge between the participants 

appears in the numerous scientific abbreviations that prevail in the three 

samples under analysis and the scientific vocabulary. 

         Regarding the time of production, the journalists do have a time to 

prepare their questions while the scientists do not. This is obvious in the 

scientists' incomplete sentences where the predicate and the object are 

missing. Finally, the scientists' vocabulary is used functionary to convey 

the CPs of the register under analysis. This is clear in the nouns and 

adjectives that reiterate in the three samples. 

       As the current research is limited to one international conference of 

WHO, potential areas for future research are the analysis of a larger 

sample to generalize the findings of the current study. While Biber ad 

Conrad (2019) approach for register analysis is the only applied approach 

in this study, applying other approaches of register analysis on WHO 

register of pandemics would strengthen and empower the findings of the 

current research. Finally, future research on register analysis could 

exploit Antconic Software in creating a corpus of WHO register of 

pandemics.  
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  Covid-19 لُثبء ًتحلٕل اعتطشادْ للخطبة المؤعغٓ المُخً للدمٍُس: دساعخ حبل

 

 الؼلمذبءمذه  ًالمُخٍذ للخطذبة المؤعغذٓاللغُٔذخ َ  خالظشفٕذٔذَس ٌذزا الجحذع ػذه الخصذب   

ح "مؤتمش صحفٓ لفٕذشَط كُسَوذب الدذٔذذ فذٓ اامذت المتحذذثؼىُان  َثبء كشَوبللدمبٌٕش حُل 

 .مىظمخ الصحخ الؼبلمٕخَالزْ تشػبي ثدىٕف" 

 اللغُٔذخػلذّ اسعذتخذامبد  تأثٕشٌذبَ مذذِ  خالّ مؼشفخ الخصذب   الظشفٕذٍَٔذف ٌزا الجحع  

. َٔتحقذ  رلذم مذه  ذسل اعذتخذاج مذىٍح للدمذبٌٕش المُخٍذخ الؼلمٕخللمشبسكٕه فٓ المؤتمشاد 

 للخطبة. اللغُٔخَ  الظشفٕخلتحذٔذ الخصب   ( 9102ثٕجش َ كُوشاد )

َٔجذذَ  هَصذحفٕٕثقذس مه التفبػل ثٕه المشبسكٕه مه ػلمذبء  الذساعخمُضُع  ٔتمٕض الخطبة 

ٔتمٕذذض ٌذذزا الىذذُع كذذزلم  المخبطذذت.اعذذتخذاج ومذذُرج اةخبثذذخ َالغذذؤال َضذذمٕش  فذذٓرلذذم خلٕذذب 

اع أوذُ الذّ خٌذزي الظذشَف التؼجٕشٔذَتىقغت .  ٓثبعتخذاج الظشَف التؼجٕشٔخ ػه المُقف المؼشف

 التذٓالمُضذُػٕخ َ ػذح مه أٌمٍب الظشَف الخبصخ ثمصذس المؼلُمذبد ٌَذُ مذب ٔؼاذظ الذقذخ 

 الؼلمذبءالمُخٍذخ مذه  الخطذبة المؤعغذٓ فذَٓٔىقغذت المشذبسكُن  الخطذبة الؼلمذٓ. تمٕض ثٍب ٔ

َالصذحفُٕن الذزٔه ٔمثلذُن  الؼبلمٕذخ الصذحخمىظمذخ الؼلمبء الزٔه ٔمثلُن –إلّ فئتٕه للدمبٌٕش 

 س جبسٔخ المختلفخ.الُكبسد ا

مؤعغذذخ الصذذحخ ةودذذبصاد  الُصذذفٓ استصذذبلمذذب ػذذه اا ذذشاا التُاصذذلٕخ فٕمثذذل الغذذشا أ 

ا الىُع مذه لمثل ٌز تُاصلٓالُثبء الدذٔذ َااَثئخ الغبثقخ أٌت  شا ٌزا فّ محبسثخ  الؼبلمٕخ

لذم ر ٔتحقذ  َ. للمؤعغذخ الصذحٕخ الشاػٕذخ للمذؤتمش  التشَٔدذٓالٍذذف  ٔؼاظٌَُ مب  الخطبة

َٔؼتجذش الغذشا  ضذمٕش المذتالت للدمذغ. اعذتخذاج فذٓمه  ذسل اعذتخذاج تشاكٕذت لغُٔذخ تشذتش  

َٔىصذذت ػلذذّ تفغذذٕش َتُضذذٕ   .الخطذذبةٍذذزا الىذذُع مذذه ل  ذذشا تُاصذذلٓ ثذذبوٓ التُضذذٕحٓ

 الُثبء الدذٔذ .ٌزا فّ محبسثخ  الؼبلمٕخ الصحخلمىظمخ ااٌذاف المغتقجلٕخ 

مذه حٕذع كذت مغبَاح ثٕه المشبسكٕه مه ػلمذبء َصذحفٕٕه إلّ ال الخطبةَٔفتقش ٌزا الىُع مه 

مُضذُع  فٓللؼلمبء  المتخصصخالمؼشفً . َٔشخغ رلم إلّ الخطبة الزْ ٔشبس  ثً كس الطشفٕه

. ٌذزا اسوتمذبء الذزْ الشاػٕذخ للمذؤتمش  الؼبلمٕذخ الصذحخمىظمذخ لاسوتمبء المٍىّ كزلم َ الخطبة

 . لؼلمبءل عٍبمبد الاسمٕخاسٔضفّ المصذاقٕخ ػلّ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


